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"Cчастье" - Schastye or The Home of Happiness

This cafe is definitely one of the most relaxing places to enjoy a cup of
coffee or tea and meet with friends. There are a few of these cafes in the
city, and each one is great! Menus are in Russian and English, the staff
speak English as well. This set of cafes can be found in Moscow and in
Saint-Petersburg. Schastye (or "Happiness" in English) offers all visitors
European and Mediterranean cuisines, as well as desserts, cookies,
candies, chocolate and more.
Among the wide range of dishes, guests will always be able to find something something new to
try for the first time. Interior in each of the institutions has its own hallmark, but they all share a
common concept. Bright colors, soft light and with many details that create a unique ambiance
those guests can enjoy every day. In this atmosphere within each institution has truly homey
feel.

Here is all the information about the locations in St. Petersburg, check them out, you won’t be
disappointed!

Tearoom Happiness at Admiralteyskaya metro

Tearoom "Happiness" is located in the hotel " Angleterre ", near the Alexander Garden.
Happiness on Malaya Morskaya Street 24 has positioned itself as a cafe, pastry shop and bar in
the same room and is ready to surprise residents and visitors touching and delicious desserts,
original finger foods and a rich breakfast menu card.

Everyone’s attention is paid to detail: the interior of the restaurant with delicious hints of menthol
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decorates weightless fishnet chandeliers and panoramic windows offer a magnificent view of S
t. Isaac's Square
. Happiness is the main theme of places, here all visitors can use the chalkboard and leave a
parting word or a wish for those who come in later.
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Bar-restaurant Happiness at Rubinshteinaya Street

"Happiness" here is a restaurant with great food and a friendly atmosphere with a bar, in which
plays a DJ and people gather before going to a nightclub or go after a cup of coffee or eat an
omelet. There is always the smell of fresh bread and fresh baked treats. There are sculptures of
angels collected from around the world. The menu has elements of Italian and French cuisines.
Breakfast is also great here!
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Tearoom Happiness on Nevsky Prospekt
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"Happiness" here is a tearoom, located near Vladimir prospekt and Dmitrov Park. Here is a
European kitchen. The restaurant's interior is represented in the European style. The hall is
decorated in bright colors and gold, with soft lighting. Here, one can see many details that
create a nice and cozy atmosphere.
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Best review:
I am absolutely in love with this small chain of cafes. Each one is more beautiful than the last,
and their service is impeccable. They offer English menus and speak fluently, for those of you
who are not familiar with the language, but are happy to practice Russian with you if you
choose. The food is delicious (perhaps a little on the pricey side), but tea and snacks are quite
reasonable. My favorite location is the one on Малая Морскаяул., 24 (Malaya Morskaya
Street, Building 24) just kiddy-corner from St. Isaac’s Cathedral. I once spent an entire
afternoon studying there, and the waiter brought my friend and I free cookies to help with our
study session! So, don’t spend all your time at a Шоколодница (Shokolodnitsa) or a КофеХауз
(Coffee House)! The most relaxing and positive cafe experience you will ever have - Kayla
Keirstyn Torrison from the USA.
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